
Whether in the generation and procurement 
of electricity, natural gas, heat and drinking 
water, or its distribution and supply, or  
advising and service – EVN is always close  
by its customers and guarantees secure  
supplies and extensive services.
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Editorial

Dear Shareholders,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,

in an environment that remains challenging, we can look back on a 
satisfactory financial year in 2015/16. The implementation of our 
strategy is based on an integrated business model that covers the entire 
value chain in the energy business. This gives us a very solid position in 
our sector, which is currently undergoing a fundamental transformation.

An essential factor for the sustainable development of our business – 
and also for supply security, which represents the most important 
promise to our customers – are the assets in our various business areas. 
This is reflected in our ongoing investments in the expansion and 
improvement of our plants, where the key focus is placed on network 
infrastructure, renewable generation and drinking water supplies.

A number of these plants form the illustrative focal point of this full 
report – and, at the same time, show a representative cross section 
of our diversified business model. This fictitious trip through the 
EVN cosmos ranges from our networks to electricity generation from 
renew able sources to water supplies and our diversified range of 
customer services. It also covers our thermal power plants, which in 
view of the growing, but volatile renewable generation are indispens
able for network stability as a “bridge technology”. You will be 
surprised at how diverse the spectrum of EVN’s business activities is.

EVN again generated strong operating cash flow in 2015/16. This not 
only creates the financial basis for our extensive investments, but also 
strengthens our capital structure and allows for a stable dividend policy. 
As in the previous year, we will make a recommendation to the 
88th Annual General Meeting to distribute a dividend of EUR 0.42  
per share for the 2015/16 financial year.

Peter Layr
Spokesman of the Executive Board

Stefan Szyszkowitz
Member of the Executive Board
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Highlights 2015/16

Investments

Year three of the fouryear EUR 1bn 
investment programme for the networks, 
renewable  generation and drinking water 
supplies completed as planned

EUR 315.4m

268 MW

Windpower capacity

Commissioning of the PaasdorfLanzendorf 
windpark with a capacity 
of approximately 19 MW

EVN recorded solid Group net result and strong operating cash flow  
in 2015/16. This forms the basis for the realisation of the ongoing  
investment programme (above all in Lower Austria), the further reduction 
of net debt and a stable dividend policy.

Electricity generation

Increase in thermal generation due to 
higher demand for network stabilisation in 
Austria and Germany

5,866 GWh  
(+20.1%)
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Intro — Highlights 2015/16

Dividend

Recommendation to the 88th Annual 
General Meeting on 19 January 2017

EUR 0.42 per share

EBITDA

Increase of 3.6%, above all  
due to higher energy business result

EUR 604.4m

Group net result

Improvement of 5.6% 
Operating ROCE 7.6%

EUR 156.4m

42.3%

Substantial strengthening 
of equity ratio

Net debt drops to EUR 1,121.5m, 
gearing falls to 40.5%
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Mr. Layr, this year’s full report by EVN is entitled  
“Close by. And secure.” What are your first associa
tions with these words?

Layr: Without a doubt, supply security and a focus on 
customers. These aspects form the focal point for all our 
products and services. They apply to the energy and 
 environmental services business in Lower Austria and, in 
the same way, to our foreign markets. Their importance is 
also regularly confirmed in the dialogues that take place  
with our stakeholders. If we take a closer look at the current 
shift in the energy sector towards renewable energy, supply 
security and a focus on customers are much more than  
just slogans – they are essential requirements that demand 
our full commitment.

Mr. Szyszkowitz, renewable energies have been 
 experi encing dynamic growth in recent years.  
How has this trend influenced EVN?

Szyszkowitz: Our corporate strategy includes three central 
points for this area: an increase in our renewable generation 
capacity, the provision of balancing energy to ensure supply 
security and the expansion of our networks. With regard to 
the expansion of our own renewable capacity, this past year 
we moved substantially closer to reaching our mediumterm 
goal of 300 MW from windpower alone. The commissioning 
of the PaasdorfLanzendorf windpark in July 2016 raised our 
windpower capacity to approximately 268 MW. Our plans for 
the next two financial years include the realisation of further 
projects already approved by the municipal authorities, which 
will move us beyond the 300 MW threshold.

Layr: The second strategic focal point is based on the continuing 
high demand for the management of shortages and the delivery 
of balancing energy to stabilise the networks in Austria and south
ern Germany. Our commitment to supply security is accompanied 
by the challenge of maintaining the availability of our thermal 
power plants as reserve capacity. In this way, we can guarantee the 
stability of the networks despite the steadily growing feedin of 
electricity from renewable generation which, by nature, is volatile. 
We set new records for the use of our thermal power plants in 
the crossregional exchange of services during 2015/16. That also 
demonstrates the importance of our natural gasfired power plants 
as “bridge technology”: as long as there are no marketable, effi
cient, large storage facilities for the surplus electricity production 
from windpower and solar energy and no controllable energy 
demand, thermal power plants are indispensable as backup facili
ties to ensure the reliable supply of electricity.

Szyszkowitz: The third important strategic contribution is our 
massive investment in network expansion. The EUR 1bn investment 
programme that was launched in 2013 will direct approximately 
EUR 700m to the expansion and improvement of our network 

“... securely positioned 
for the future.”

An interview with the members of EVN’s Executive Board,  
Peter Layr and Stefan Szyszkowitz.

“ Trust is a very important  
basis for strong customer  
relationships.“ Peter Layr
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Intro — Interview with the Executive Board

The energy sales business is witnessing increased 
 compe tition for customers and market shares.  
What are EVN’s strategies to meet these challenges?

Szyszkowitz: One of our most important strengths lies 
in a differentiated approach to meeting our customers’ 
needs. In doing so, we can count on a broad range of 
specially designed product solutions and services. Let me 
list a few examples of how we provide our customers with 
individual – and therefore the best possible – services:  
as a quality supplier, we are currently moving even closer 
to our customers by opening centrally located service 
centres in towns throughout Lower Austria. These modern 
locations bring our extensive offering of products, 
services and advising together under a single roof. The 
EVN Bonus World, our customer loyalty programme 
which combines brand allegiance with discounts on 
energyefficient products and services, is another initiative 
to convince our customers with attractive offers. At the 
same time, we believe it is important to be prepared  
to deal with the customers’ future needs and to utilise 
the energy transfor mation and digitalisation for the 
benefit of our company.

infrastructure in Lower Austria over a period of four years. That  
will sustainably protect the transport and distribution of the rising 
volumes of windpower and solar electricity. With these invest
ments, we are also making an important contribution to the 
Austrian economy – sector studies have shown that every euro 
invested in the networks creates two euros of added value for  
the overall economy.

In other words, EVN is positioned at pivotal points for 
energy supplies. What other concepts have you developed 
to meet the challenging sector environment?

Layr: We have relied on our integrated business model in the 
energy business for many years and are broadening it through 
targeted diversification along the entire value chain. In addition  
to generation, on the one side, and supplies for our customers,  
on the other side, the stable operation of electricity and natural 
gas networks forms the backbone of our activities. Diversity is 
another important feature of our product portfolio: in our Lower 
Austrian home market, we supply electricity, natural gas and heat. 
These business areas are supplemented by network operations, 
product offerings for cable TV and telecommunications, thermal 
waste utilisation and drinking water supplies.
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What has the greater weight from your point of view –  
the opportunities or the challenges connected with 
digitalisation?

Szyszkowitz: Digitalisation primarily means greater efficiency 
for our existing activities, but also the development of new 
oppor tu nities alongside our current business. One good example is 
EVN Geoinfo: based on plans and geodata that were digitalised 
many years ago, we are now able to offer wideranging services 
for communities in Lower Austria. In a similar way, we are develop
ing solutions for digitalisation in all our business areas to make 
the best possible use of future opportunities for our customers.

For a network operator, digitalisation is unavoidably 
associated with the subject of smart meters.  
What does this mean for customers?

Layr: Trust is a very important basis for strong customer relation
ships – and that is our underlying principle for the introduction of 
socalled smart meters, i.e. intelligent electricity meters. Placing 
a focus on our customers in this context means careful and exact 
preparation for the meter exchange project, including the best pos
sible technical standards for data security. Another important point  
is that we leave the decision over the installation of a smart meter 
up to our customers. In agreement with these guidelines, we will  
be starting the rollout of intelligent electricity meters in 2016 /17.

Key word drinking water supplies: how is EVN positioned 
in this business?

Szyszkowitz: We are addressing developments like weather 
related shortages or rising water consumption and quality demands 

at an early stage. Dealing with these issues at an early stage will 
also allow us to meet our promise of supply security for customers 
in the area of drinking water supplies over the long term. Our 
investments in the supply infrastructure will therefore increase over 
the coming years. These investments will concentrate on increasing 
the capacity of our pumping stations, the expansion of our cross
regional pipeline networks and the construction of additional 
natural filter plants, which reduce the hardness of the water by 
natural means. With these projects, we also want to create the 
basis for realising the growth opportunities in this area over the 
medium term.

Mr. Layr, we have now heard a great deal about EVN’s 
strategic positioning in its various business areas. How 
would you summarise EVN’s unique selling proposition?

Layr: Our strength lies in the ability to make the best use of our 
technical knowhow, but always with an eye on the needs of  
our customers. Many years of experience in supplying electricity, 
natural gas and heat also help us to realise the planned invest
ments in the water business, in particular the crossregional 
exten sion of our pipeline networks.

What strategic focal points has EVN defined for its foreign 
markets in 2016/17?

Szyszkowitz: In the energy business, we will continue to con  
so li date and optimise our activities in South East Europe and thereby 
maintain our current strategic direction. We are committed to our 
core strategies also in these markets, which include supply security 
and the best possible service for our customers – who currently 
number approximately 1.7m in Bulgaria and over 800,000 in 
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Intro — Interview with the Executive Board

projects together with the help of international consultants.  
These projects could also create interesting market opportunities 
for us in cooperation with partners.

Mr. Szyszkowitz, what expectations can shareholders  
place in the EVN share?

Szyszkowitz: EVN stands for solid business development.  
Our consistently strong operating cash flow allows for extensive 
investments which flow, above all, into regulated and stable 
business areas. These investments underscore our commitment to 
also guarantee supply security for our customers during the 
challenging energy transformation. In addition, we have been able 
to steadily reduce our net debt in spite of these wide ranging 
investments. We want to be a stable and reliable factor on the 
capital market. For us, stability means predictability, a quality that 
is also reflected in the steady development of dividends. We will 
therefore also recommend a dividend of EUR 0.42 per share to this 
year’s Annual General Meeting.

Is the impression misleading, or are you looking towards 
the future with optimism in spite of the challenging sector 
environment?

Layr: That is exactly what we are doing. Our competent and 
dedicated employees give us the necessary flexibility to develop 
and implement the right solutions in spite of the challenging 
environment: for supply security, for our customers – and thereby 
also for our shareholders. EVN is securely positioned for the 
future. Just like the title of our full report: Close by. And secure.

Thank you for your time.

Macedonia – through our activities as a local network operator 
and energy provider. The generation of positive operating cash 
flows in these markets is the requirement for future investments. 
Therefore we are concentrating on the further reduction of 
network losses and the continuous improvement of the collection 
rate in both countries. Anorganic growth in the international 
energy business, for example through acquisitions or new major 
projects in South East Europe, is not part of our plans at the 
present time.

Layr: Our current order book in the international project business 
of the Environmental Services Segment reflects our efforts to realise 
wastewater projects as a general contractor in East and South 
East Europe. The financing is provided by the customer himself or  
is secured by subsidies from international institutions like the 
European Union. We are also very carefully evaluating potential 
new markets for the environmental services business. For example, 
countries on the Arabian Peninsula with substantial raw materials 
reserves – and therefore sound credit ratings – are currently  
pre paring wastewater disposal and thermal waste utilisation 

“ We want to be a stable and  
reliable factor on the capital  
market.“ Stefan Szyszkowitz



           “We’re on the job 24 / 7  
 to make sure our customers’  
          lights never go out.“

Rupert Überacker, high voltage team SüdWest
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Transport and distribution 
networks are the backbone 
of electricity, natural gas, 
heat and water supplies. 
Their uninterrupted operation 
is essential for the people 
and the economy.

            Always  
and everywhere  
      well connected

Whether in plain sight or 
hidden deep in the earth: 
without a dense network  
of supply lines, we wouldn’t 
be able to count on electricity 
“straight from the socket” at 
any time of the day or night 
and enjoy uninterrupted 
supplies of natural gas, 
heating or water. In other 
words, EVN’s roughly 
155,000 km of power  
lines are a key cornerstone  
for the quality of life we  
now take for granted.

That creates a special 
responsibility for EVN, which 
is met consciously and at 
great expense. For example: 
nearly EUR 700m will flow 
into the expansion of the 
Lower Austrian networks 
alone from 2013 to 2017 as 
part of a fouryear investment 
programme. And in its  
supply areas in Bulgaria and 
Macedonia, EVN is working 
continuously to optimise the 
network infrastructure.

Valuable impulses for 
renewable energy
These investments not only 
strengthen the backbone  
of EVN’s broadbased supply 
business, but also play  
an important role in the 
transformation of the energy 
system towards renewable 

energy. Only a highperfor
mance, stateoftheart 
network can efficiently 
transport the electricity 
generated by windpower  
and solar power plants to 
consumers and, at the same 
time, guarantee the necessary 
system stability when gener 
ation volumes fluctuate. 

EVN is making sub 
stantial investments 
in the expansion of 
its networks and 
thereby strengthens 
supply security.
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The reduction of CO2 through 
the targeted use of wind
power, solar energy and  
biomass has been part of 
EVN’s routine activities for 
many years.

A fresh breeze for  
the wind
As a component of the total 
generation volume, the 
electricity produced by 
windparks has been increas 
ing for years and further 
growth is expected in the 
future. Most recently, the  
UN Climate Conference in 
Paris during December 2015 
brought massive impulses  
for the transformation of  
the energy system towards 
renewable energy. The wind 
and sun as “clean” energy 
suppliers are becoming more 
and more important. For 
EVN, this is confirmation  
of the course that has been 
actively pursued for many 
years.

Expansion to over  
300 MW
The generation capacity of 
the EVN windparks which are 
situated in a very good wind 
region currently equals  
268 MW, and plans call for 
an increase to more than  

300 MW over the next two 
years. At the same time, EVN 
is continuously expanding its 
portfolio of biomass heating 
plants – with more than 60 
currently in operation – and, 
in that way, is also intensify
ing its electricity and heat 
generation from renewable 
resources. In total, EVN will 

invest roughly EUR 260m in 
these plants between 2013 
and 2017. The ecologically 
compatible realisation of 
these environmentally friendly 
facilities is an obvious choice 
for EVN. And neighbouring 
residents are also involved  
in the projects at an early 
stage.

      Renewable energy,  
         secure future

    “These wind turbines alone  
can generate enough electricity  
     for our entire community.“

Hedwig Schmelzer, resident

EVN is currently 
investing EUR 260m 
in the expansion of 
energy generation 
from renewable 
sources.



      Renewable energy,  
         secure future

    “These wind turbines alone  
can generate enough electricity  
     for our entire community.“



Clear water, clean electricity. 
This short phrase is a good 
description for power plants 
like the one in Ottenstein  
on the river Kamp. Emis
sionfree electricity genera
tion combined with a high 
quality of life for people, flora 
and fauna. The reservoir has 
served as a recreational  
area for local residents and  
a home for countless plant 
and animal species for 
decades. The power plant,  
in turn, is an integral part of 
EVN’s electricity network.

Natural battery
The reservoir also acts as a 
storage facility and, in this 
way, fulfils a key function  
in the supply system. As a  
pump storage power plant, 
Ottenstein can pump water 
into the reservoir when the 

demand for electricity is low 
and, in doing so, store energy 
for times when demand is 
higher. That helps to improve 

the coordination between the 
volatile electricity generation 
from windpower or solar 
power and electricity require 
ments. And in the event of  
a blackout, the Ottenstein 
power plant plays an impor 
tant role in the fast recovery 
of network operations.

    Energy provider,  
  storage facility 
    and biosphere
Hydropower 
plants are an 
important 
building block 
in the energy 
system. They 
generate envi
ronmentally 
friendly elec
tricity and act 
as natural 
energy stor
age facilities 
as well as 
habitats.

As a pump storage 
power plant, 
 Ottenstein not only 
generates, but  
also stores electricity.
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     “When it really counts,  
           our full capacity  
   is ready for the grid   
         in only a few minutes.“

Erich Binder, manager of the Kamp power plants

    Energy provider,  
  storage facility 
    and biosphere



EVN’s thermal power plants are indispensable, above all 
when the demand for electricity is high. And their immediate 
environment is amazingly natural.

  State-of-the-art  
technology in harmony   
     with nature

         “The biodiversity  
    we see in Dürnrohr is unique  
         in the Tullnerfeld region.“
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You could say the Theiss 
power plant is the fastest 
horse in EVN’s stable. With  
its 765 MW, it is not only the 
company’s most powerful 
thermal power plant, but also 
the fastest “from zero to one 
hundred” facility, delivering 
full performance exactly when 
it is needed.

Valuable reserve capacity
The plant is also “black start 
capable” – it can start 
independently to restore 
network operations, even in 
the event of a blackout – and 
is therefore important for the 
protection of supply security. 
Day in, day out, the Theiss 
plant which was extensively 
modernised at the turn of the 
century, serves – just like the 
Dürnrohr and Korneuburg 
plants – above all, as valuable 
reserve capacity for peak 
periods. In addition, it is 
regularly used to stabilise  
the networks in Austria and 
southern Germany, which 
means it also indirectly 
supports the expansion of 
electricity generation from 
renewable energy.

Protected habitats
In view of all this, who would 
guess that the environment 
surrounding the Theiss and 

Dürnrohr power plants is 
actually a natural oasis? These 
power plants house stateof
theart technology but, over 
the years, have also provided 
a nearly undisturbed home  
for plants and animals on the 
generally unused surrounding 
grounds. Part of the un 
touched pastures in Theiss  

are now also being used for 
grazing sheep. Even biologists 
are impressed with the bio 
diversity surrounding the 
power plants. A recent 
habitat study showed that  
the nearly 140 hectare  
power plant site in Dürnrohr 
accommodates rare animal 
and plant species that are 
endangered in other areas. 
Here they have found a new 
– and protected – habitat.

The protection of 
network stability  
also supports the 
 expansion of 
 renew able energy 
generation.

         “The biodiversity  
    we see in Dürnrohr is unique  
         in the Tullnerfeld region.“

Alexander Mrkvicka, wildlife biologist



Resourcefriendly energy and water supplies don’t stop with 
delivery to the customer. They also include individual advising 
and a comprehensive range of services.

From a supplier  
to an energy partner
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    “Hats off!   
      None of our questions  
  were left unanswered.“

Melanie Reiner, EVN customer

Close to the customer ...
Energy, water and much, 
much more. The increasing 
focus on resource conserva
tion and the reduction of 
emissions make it imperative 
for a company like EVN to 
extend its activities beyond 
only supplying electricity, 
natural gas, heat and drinking 
water. Its responsibility  
ranges much further – from 

environmentally friendly 
generation and procurement 
to sensible use by customers. 
That’s not only good for 
future generations, but also 
for business. With widerang
ing, innovative services related 
to energy, EVN not only offers 

its customers attractive added 
value, but also develops inter 
esting new business options 
– high satisfaction guaranteed.

... with a broad offering 
of advising services
This wide spectrum ranges 
from simple energy saving  
tips to advice on efficiency 
measures and the EVN Bonus 
World up to comprehensive 
counselling on renewable 
energy and selfsufficient 
generation, for example 
through photovoltaics. 
Competent, welltrained 
employees are available to 
assist customers throughout 
EVN’s supply areas. In order  
to move even closer to its 
customers, EVN is currently 
establishing a number of 
centrally located service 
centres in Lower Austria. 
These onestop shops offer 
the entire range of EVN 
services and products –  
comfortably under a single 
roof.

With its diverse 
portfolio of services, 
EVN helps its  
customers to opti
mise their energy 
consumption. 



         “For our customers,  
  clean water means 
     a high quality of life.“

Peter Hiller, water technician, Zwentendorf operating station
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   Each and every 
     drop just as fresh  
as from the well

A matter of course in Europe, 
often an unrealisable dream in 
other regions of the world: 
unlimited quantities of clean 
drinking water at all times. 
But what appears to be a 
matter of course also requires 
a great deal of effort and, not 
least, extensive investments in 
the development of wells, 
pumping plants, filter plants 
and pipelines.

Clean water for more 
than 560,000 residents 
in Lower Austria
Water supplies are becoming 
an increasingly important 
part of EVN’s portfolio, as is 
demonstrated by the growing 
number of communities in 

Lower Austria which are 
provided with springfresh 
drinking water. More than 
560,000 residents in Lower 
Austria currently receive drink

ing water directly or indirectly 
from EVN – and also in this 
business, the company 
uncompromisingly follows 
two principles: reliable sup 
plies and firstclass quality.

Expansion and 
 optimisation
In order to constantly improve 
in both of these areas and 
further extend its supply 
range, EVN is investing nearly 
EUR 50m between 2013 and 
2017. These investments will 
focus, above all, on suprare
gional ring pipelines to make 
supplies even more reliable 
and on natural filter plants  
to reduce the hardness of  
the water by natural means. 
Many years of experience in 
the management of water 
networks are making EVN the 
supplier of choice for a grow 
ing number of communities. 

What appears to be 
a matter of course 
requires profound 
know-how and sub-
stantial investments. 

Supply security and quality are also EVN’s  
top two priorities for water supplies.




